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What is education? The term education is a fruit of instruction or training by which
people-generally the young learn to develop and use their mental, moral, and physical abilities. It
actually plays a very important role in this country, whether rural or urban, it is a bulwark of
democracy. The main purpose of education is therefore to build democracy, wherein it implies
free and full participation of all members of the group and the determination and pursuance of
common interests. The fundamental aim of education in a democracy is the preparation of the
individual to participate in a continuous reconstruction, improvement and enrichment of the
patterns of individual and group living. It is indeed a right of every individual. Hence, failure of
possessing Educational background which lead to illiteracy, will be later suggesting to
criminality.
Illiteracy is one of the hearts of crimes here in our country, wherein poverty is the
toughest reason of the crime whom Filipinos was committed due to incapable of obtaining
permanent job because of lack of competency which may precedes to multiple cases of poverty
and chaos in our own land.
Isn’t it clear now the fundamental essence of education to us? Competency may achieve
through the aid of education. Every broadly Educated are genuinely having a general
acquaintance with the section of human knowledge to the end that he may be able to take an
intelligent part in the mental life of the race. Furthermore, he posses knowledge and skills
pertaining to one section of his field, to the end that he may able to make his own livelihood and
contribute o the social welfare that will made him a progressive person, and that he may be able
to continue his own full-growth of development and remain in harmony with advancing society,
which is therefore greatly needed in reaching the crowning glory o f life to success.

